
Grad Portrait Time Is Here!! 

With the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, Smart Photography is aware of the significant 

challenges and apprehension that each of us is experiencing. We recognize the need to 

adapt to keep students, families, teachers, and schools safe. We have made several 

changes to our processes through experience; and will adapt further should we receive 

updated government protocols and requirements. 

The Photographers will do their very best to be creative and come up with great poses and 

shots. You can help by being engaged, enthusiastic, and willing to be a little creative. The 

objective of course, is to ensure you have some fantastic Grad Portraits to commemorate 

the amazing person you are at this particular time in your young life! 

 Full and strict social distancing will be adhered to and there will be absolutely no 

contact between Grad and Photographer. Everyone is encouraged to use hand 

sanitizer at every opportunity 

 

 Photographer will always be masked. Grad should be always masked until such time 

the actual portrait session begins 

 

 There will be no on-site proofs printed. All shots are in front of a green screen – 

Then you will have a variety of backgrounds to choose from when you wish to order 

your portraits 

 

 There will be only one prop provided by Smart Photography: A Posing Stool. Each 

Grad shoot will be approximately 20 minutes and the stool will be sanitized between 

each grad appointment – The school may wish to enact additional cleaning 

protocols should it be deemed necessary 

 

 If you wish to have flowers, please bring some with you as sharing is not allowed. 

We recommend roses of course 

 

 It is highly recommended that you bring some props that are particularly 

significant to you. Anything from musical instruments, artwork, wood working 

projects, dance gear, sports equipment etc. etc. 

 

 Please note the options particular to your school regarding the necessary gowns, 

hats, and sashes 

 

Most Important: Bring Your Own Unique Personality & Enthusiasm!! 


